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Granular packings with moving side walls

James W. Landry* and Gary S. Grest
Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185, USA

~Received 19 September 2003; published 16 March 2004!

The effects of movement of the side walls of a confined granular packing are studied by discrete element,
molecular dynamics simulations. The dynamical evolution of the stress is studied as a function of wall move-
ment both in the direction of gravity as well as opposite to it. For all wall velocities explored, the stress in the
final state of the system after wall movement is fundamentally different from the original state obtained by
pouring particles into the container and letting them settle under the influence of gravity. The original packing
possesses a hydrostaticlike region at the top of the container which crosses over to a depth-independent stress.
As the walls are moved in the direction opposite to gravity, the saturation stress first reaches a minimum value
independent of the wall velocity, then increases to a steady-state value dependent on the wall velocity. After
wall movement ceases and the packing reaches equilibrium, the stress profile fits the classic Janssen form for
high wall velocities, while some deviations remain for low wall velocities. The wall movement greatly in-
creases the number of particle-wall and particle-particle forces at the Coulomb criterion. Varying the wall
velocity has only small effects on the particle structure of the final packing so long as the walls travel a similar
distance.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.031303 PACS number~s!: 45.70.Cc, 83.80.Fg, 45.70.Qj
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been a recent resurgence in interest in the
mation and structure of granular packings in the phys
community @1,2#. One particular facet of granular packing
to receive attention recently is their stress profiles, both
cause of the industrial applications of silos@3#, and because
of new experimental techniques to measure effective stres
packings@4–6#. The first theoretical attempt to understa
stress in a silo geometry dates back over 100 years to Jan
@7#, who obtained a one-parameter form for the vertical str
in a silo. Several assumptions were made to arrive at
result. One was to treat the granular material as a continu
medium where a fractionk of vertical stress is converted t
horizontal stress. Another assumption was that the force
friction between particles and walls are at the Coulomb f
ure criterion:Ft5mwFn , whereFt is the magnitude of the
tangential friction force,Fn is the normal force at the wall
andmw is the coefficient of friction for particle-wall contacts
This assumption is also known as incipient failure. Fo
cylindrical container of radiusR with static wall frictionmw
and granular pack of total heightz0, the Janssen analys
predicts the vertical stressszz(z) at a heightz as

szz~z!5rglF12expS 2
z02z

l D G , ~1!

where the decay lengthl 5R/2kmw . k represents the frac
tion of the weight carried by the side walls,r is the volumet-
ric density,g is gravity, andz0 is height of the top of the
packing.

Numerous experiments have been carried out to ve
this theory, but precise experiments are difficult. Recen
extremely well-controlled experiments on granular packin
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have been done@4,6# that show a deviation from the idea
Janssen form, which we shall hereafter refer to as the Va
Clément form. This phenomenological form with one add
tional free parameter includes a hydrostaticlike region of l
ear dependence of pressure with depth~defined by the length
a), followed by a region that conforms to the Janssen theo

z02z,a:szz~z!5rg~z02z!

z02z.a:szz~z!5rgS a1 l F12expS 2
z02z2a

l D G D .

~2!

This form was also found in extensive molecular dynam
simulations of granular packings in both two and three
mensions@8,9#. These packings were created both throu
pouring and sedimentation and then allowed to settle un
the influence of gravity.

Many questions about stress in granular packings still
main unanswered. Even after a packing has been forme
may be perturbed in many ways that radically change
stress profile and physical structure. Many studies have
cused on tapping as a means to compress the packing an
logarithmic response time@10–13#. Another method to per-
turb a packing is to move the side walls@14–16#. The effect
of this movement is not well understood and is the focus
this study.

Recently, experiments have been conducted on gran
packings in cylindrical containers with movable side wa
@14–16#. The experiments make use of a movable cylind
enclosing a granular packing supported by an independ
base. These experiments find over a wide range of wall
locities good agreement with the Janssen form for the ve
cal stress after the system has relaxed following cessatio
wall movement. This is in contrast to the earlier experime
on packings with fixed side walls@4,6#. Here we present
large-scale three-dimensional~3D! discrete element, molecu
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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lar dynamics simulations of granular packings in cylindric
containers~silos! with movable side walls. Our aim is to
understand how the motion of the side wall modifies
stress profiles in granular packings and to compare our
sults with the recent experimental findings@14–16#. We ana-
lyze how wall movement and its cessation affect the str
profile of the packings. We also investigate in depth the
fects of wall movement on the internal structure and part
positions of these packings, which cannot be easily meas
experimentally. The behavior of the system under w
movement is similar across a wide range of wall velociti
Finally, we show that wall movement in the direction opp
site to gravity drives tangential forces to the Coulomb cri
rion everywhere, leading directly to the Janssen form for
stress profiles.

The simulation technique and model are presented in S
II. The stress profiles and their features are discussed in
III. In Sec. IV we examine the particle motion during an
after wall movement, while in Sec. V we discuss the for
distribution of the resultant packings. A brief summary a
conclusions are presented in Sec. VI.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

We present discrete element, molecular dynamics~MD!
simulations in 3D of model systems ofN550 000 monodis-
persed spheres of fixed massm and diameterd. The system is
constrained by a cylinder of radiusR510d, centered onx
5y50, with its axis along the verticalz direction. The cyl-
inder is bounded below by a layer of randomly-arranged
mobilized particles approximately 2d high to provide a
rough base. This work builds on previous MD simulations
packings in silos, where further details of the model can
found @8#.

The spheres interact through a contact force model
signed to include the major features of granular interactio
The main feature of the model is a spring-dashpot interac
in both the normal and tangential directions to the lines
the sphere centers. Contacting spheresi andj positioned atr i
and r j experience a relative normal compressiond5ur i j
2du, wherer i j 5r i2r j , which results in a force

Fi j 5Fn1Ft . ~3!

The normal and tangential contact forces are given by

Fn5 f ~d/d!S kndni j 2
m

2
gnvnD , ~4!

Ft5 f ~d/d!S 2ktDst2
m

2
g tvtD , ~5!

whereni j 5r i j /r i j , with r i j 5ur i j u. vn andvt are the normal
and tangential components of the relative surface veloc
and kn,t and gn,t are elastic and viscoelastic constants,
spectively.f (x)51 for Hookean~linear! contacts while for
Hertzian contactsf (x)5Ax. Dst is the elastic tangential dis
placement between spheres, obtained by integrating tan
03130
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tial relative velocities during elastic deformation for the lif
time of the contact. The magnitude ofDst is truncated as
necessary to satisfy a local Coulomb yield criterionFt

<mFn , whereFt[uFtu andFn[uFnu andm is the particle-
particle friction coefficient. Frictionless spheres correspo
to m50. Contact surfaces are treated as ‘‘stuck’’ whenFt

,mFn and as ‘‘slipping’’ whenFt5mFn , which is known
as the ‘‘proportional loading’’ approximation@17#. For this
model, static and dynamic friction have the samem. Particle-
wall interactions are treated similarly, but the particle-w
friction coefficientmw is set independently. The side wall o
the container is smooth, and thus the particle-wall norm
force is always perpendicular to thexy plane. A more de-
tailed description of the model is available elsewhere@8,18#.

These simulations are run with a fixed set of paramet
kn523105mg/d, kt5

2
7 kn , andgn550Ag/d. For Hookean

springs we setg t50. In these simulations, it takes far long
to drain the energy out of granular packs using the Hertz
force law, since the coefficient of restitutione is velocity-
dependent@19# and goes to zero as the velocity goes to ze
We thus use Hookean contacts@20#, which for the above
parameters givee50.88. The convenient time unit ist
5Ad/g, the time it takes a particle to fall its radius from re
under gravity. For this set of parameters, the time stepdt
51024t. The particle-particle friction and particle-wall fric
tion are the same:m5mw50.5. The simulations are run us
ing a parallel distributed memory code on 20 DEC Alp
processors. One million time steps takes approximatel
hours. Our longest simulation for slow wall velocities,v
5531024 d/t, ran for t51.143104 t, which corresponds
to approximately 800 h.

The simulations all begin with the same initial packing
minimize sample to sample fluctuations. This packing w
generated by pouring particles into a container from a fix
height Z5180d. Particles are inserted over time and ra
down to form the original packing, which then relaxes unti
becomes quiescent@8#. Over the course of a simulation, th
cylindrical side wall of the packing moves for a timets ,
which usually is 103t, or over a fixed distanceDz. After this
period, the walls cease to move and the packing settles.
consider a packing quiescent when the kinetic energy
particleEk<1028mgd. The time scale for this relaxation i
very short, usually less than 10t. The cylindrical side wall is
moved either up (1z) or down (2z) with a constant veloc-
ity vs varying from 1021 to 1025d/t. As in the experiments
@14–16#, only the side wall moves—the rough base is imm
bile throughout the course of the simulation.

The wall velocities used here for upward velocities are
the range used in the experiments by Berthoet al. @14#. In
that study, glass beads withd52 mm were moved with a
velocity vs ranging from 231022 to 35 mm/s or 1.4
31024 to 0.25d/t over distances up toDz570 mm535d.
Ovarlez et al. @15# use glass beads withd51.5 mm and a
fixed vs51.531023 mm/s or 1.231025 d/t over a distance
Dz'1.531022 mm51022d. This is a very low velocity
over a very short distance. In an earlier study@6,4#, Vanel
et al. used a higher velocity, in conjunction with tapping,
vs5231022 mm/s for particles of the same diameter. A
3-2
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GRANULAR PACKINGS WITH MOVING SIDE WALLS PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 031303 ~2004!
other distinction between the experiments by Ovarlezet al.
@15# and Vanelet al. @4,6# was the time at which measure
ment occurs. In the experiments of Ovarlezet al., measure-
ment occurs right at the end of wall movement, while in t
experiments, of Vanelet al., the packing is allowed to settl
before measurements are made and tapping is somet
also applied. Ovarlez and Cle´ment also studied@16# moving
the wall downwards with avs ranging from 25 nm/s to
2100 mm/s, which corresponds to wall velocities of24
31028 d/t –2831023 d/t. This range of velocities over
laps with our velocity range for downward wall movemen
but also extends to much slower velocities.

Packings are examined both during wall movement a
after cessation of wall movement and settling. Figure
shows the structure of a packing for a smaller system
20 000 particles~used for illustration! with wall velocity vs

51021d/t in the upward (1z) direction. This is a very high
velocity, so during wall movement, there is significant p
ticle rearrangement, and a number of particles originally
contact with the wall move upward. Particles betweenz55
and z515 have been colored light gray~green online! to
provide a visual picture of particle movement over time. T
height of the pile changes significantly during wall mov
ment ~4.7%!, but does not change after the wall moveme
has ceased and the packing reaches equilibrium. For m
slower wall velocities applied for the same time, very litt
particle movement is observed, and the height of the pack
does not change.

FIG. 1. ~Color online! Effects of wall movement on anN
520 000 packing. The particles are shown in dark gray~red! and
the fixed particles that form the base are shown in black~blue!. All
particles with initial positions betweenz55 andz515 have been
colored light gray~green!. The cylindrical wall is moved upwards
(1z) with a velocity vs51021d/t, a very high velocity.~a! The
starting configuration before the wall moves.~b! The packing after
the wall has moved for 53102t, Dz550d. The packing is now
taller—it has fluffed up as the wall has moved. Significant parti
rearrangement is occurring.~c! The packing after the wall ha
moved for 103t, Dz5100d. Particles in contact with the wall hav
been dragged significantly up the pile.~d! The wall has stopped
after 103t and the packing has reached equilibrium. There is li
particle movement during relaxation.
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III. STRESS PROFILES

In this section we discuss the effect of wall movement
stress profiles of packings. In general, wall movement
creases the tangential force between particles and the w
The wall moves in relation to the particles, so the integra
displacementDs increases as the wall moves. Since the ta
gential force is proportional toDs, Ft increases over time
Wall movement thus drivesFt towards the Coulomb limit,
Ft5mwFn , for particles in contact with the wall. We know
from previous work@8# that the prime factor determining th
form of the stress profile in these packings is the tangen
force between particle and wall. IfFt is close to the Coulomb
criterion, then we expect the stress to follow the Jans
form throughout the pile. In addition, the more particle-w
interactions that are at the Coulomb criterion, the stron
this effect and the lower the value of the saturation stres
the packing, i.e., the value of the stress in the depths of
packing, where the stress becomes depth-independent
believe this effect is the origin of the experimental measu
ments observing remarkable agreement with the Jan
theory after the side walls of a packing are moved@14,15#.
Below, we investigate the specific effects of wall moveme
on the stress profile.

Figure 2 shows the change in the stress profile of a pa
ing with wall velocity vs50.01d/t, a relatively large veloc-
ity. The stress profile with the largest saturation stress co
sponds tot50, before wall movement has begun. This stre
profile obeys the Vanel-Cle´ment form @4,8#, with a linear
stress profile at the top of the pile crossing over to a Jans
form in the depth of the pile. After moving the wall fort
5100t, the saturation stress has decreased by more th
factor of three toszz.11mg/d2 and the height of the pile
has increased. As the wall movement continues, the sat
tion stress slowly increases. After a long timet*700t, the
system reaches steady state and the stress profile ceas
change markedly. Over the course of the wall movement,
height of the pile has increased by approximately 3%, a

FIG. 2. Vertical stressszz in units of mg/d2 during wall move-
ment with large velocityvs50.01d/t. Profile 1 corresponds to the
packing att50, the initial packing. Profile 2 is the same packin
after the wall has moved fort5100t, a distanceDz5d. The satu-
ration stress has fallen to 11mg/d2. Profile 3 is the same packing a
t5700t (Dz57d). The saturation stress first decreases to a m
mum value and then increases to a steady state.
3-3
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FIG. 3. Vertical stressszz in units ofmg/d2. ~a! Stress progression for wall velocityvs51024 d/t. Here each stress profile is 200t after
the previous one, with the first profile corresponding to the packing before wall movement. The wall velocity is slow enough that th
profile is only incrementally disrupted over time and does not attain the Janssen form untilt52200t andDz50.22d. ~b! Stress profiles for
wall velocity vs5531024 d/t. Profile 1 is the minimum saturation stressszz.11mg/d2 shown att52.83103t, Dz51.6d. Profile 2 is
after t563103t, Dz53.1d; profile 3 t593103t, Dz54.6d; and profile 4t51.143104t, Dz55.7d. Over time the height of the packing
as well as the saturation stress increase.
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there has been considerable particle rearrangement. In a
tion, the linear stress disappears almost immediately afte
initiation of wall movement. This change in the saturati
stress is consistent with that observed in granular exp
ments performed by Berthoet al. @14#, where the apparen
mass~effectively the saturation stress! dropped quickly after
the initiation of wall movement and then slowly increas
with time until it reached a saturation value.

The behavior of the stress profile is similar for low wa
velocities, although not identical. Unfortunately, compu
tional limitations are much more severe for these packi
than for high wall velocity packings, because the compu
tional time required for the side wall to travel the same d
tance is so much larger. Figure 3~a! shows the change in th
stress profile for a relatively slow wall velocityvs
51024d/t. Each profile is 23102t after the previous one
starting at t50. For this wall velocity, the stress drop
quickly at the base of the pile, but initially remains u
changed at the top of the pile. As wall movement continu
the new reduced stress profile propagates up the pile. E
tually, after moving the walls fort52.23103t, which cor-
responds to a very small vertical distanceDz50.22d, the
entire stress profile follows the Janssen form. At this poin
the simulation, the height of the pile has not changed. T
minimum saturation stress is the same as that observe
Figure 2,szz.11mg/d2, and is stable for a significant pe
riod of subsequent wall movement. This suggests that th
the limit for low saturation stress in this packing, and
value is controlled purely by geometric factors.
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We explored the full behavior of the stress profile duri
wall movement using a low wall velocity ofvs55
31024d/t for 1.143104t, so that the side walls moved
total distance ofDz55.7d, which is comparable to the dis
tance walls were moved for higher velocities. As shown
Fig. 3~b!, prolonged wall movement at low velocities doe
eventually move the stress profile away from the minimu
saturation stress. Prolonged wall movement also increa
the height of the pile by 3.3%, which is similar to the heig
change for packings with high wall velocities. As the wa
moves upward, changes in the stress profile propagate
wards from the bottom of the pack to the top. This occurs
only at early times, when the minimum saturation stress
propagated up the pile, but also at later times, when
hanced stress is also propagated up the pile as further
movement increases the eventual saturation stress. This
to a minimum saturation stress followed by an increase t
larger, stable saturation stress is the same for all obse
wall velocities. The drop to a minimum saturation stress
curs at wall movement distancesDz'0.3d for all wall ve-
locities measured. In addition, the increase in satura
stress from the minimum occurs when the wall has move
distanceDz'1.6d. At this distance, particles near the wa
have completely moved past nearby particles, which me
that whatever contacts these particles had initially have b
destroyed. The minimum saturation stress is thus the o
mized stress network for a given initial condition, and w
movement of greater thand destroys the initial stress ne
work, and forms another, which is no longer optimal. Th
FIG. 4. Vertical stressszz in units of mg/d2 for packings moved fort5103t and then allowed to relax.~a! High wall velocity profiles.
Profile 1 corresponds to the initial packing. Profile 2 is the packing forvs51021d/t, profile 3vs51022d/t, and profile 4vs51023d/t. ~b!
Low wall velocity profiles. Profile 1 corresponds tovs5531024d/t, profile 2 tovs51024d/t, and profile 3 tovs51025d/t.
3-4
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FIG. 5. Vertical stressszz in units ofmg/d2 for a N550 000 particle packing.~a! Wall velocity vs50.1d/t for Dz5100d after cessation
and relaxation compared to the original packing and~b! wall velocity vs5531024 d/t for Dz55.7d after cessation and relaxation. The
to the Janssen form is shown as a dotted line.
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process is not steady, however. The stress changes rela
abruptly at certain times, then remains essentially unchan
for long periods ~on order of 33103t for vs55
31024d/t), then abruptly changes again. One exception
this is that the height of the packing increases smoothly w
time until it reaches a stable height at;93103t of 140.5d,
after which it remains unchanged under further wall mo
ment.

Figure 4 shows the final stress profiles for the same pa
ings after moving the wall fort5103t for high and low wall
velocity and then allowing them to settle. The wall mov
ment has very different effects on the final stress profile
pending on its strength. As seen in Fig. 4~a!, wall velocities
of vs*1023d/t increase the height of the pile relative to th
original packing, even after relaxation. The change in hei
is substantial and similar for many different wall velocitie
3.7%, meaning there has been a large change in the de
of the packing. The final stress after relaxation is related
the magnitude of the velocityvs , for vs*1023d/t. Those
packings with largervs had larger saturation stress in th
final packing. As we shall see in Sec. IV, the largervs , the
more the particles rearrange. In addition, the largervs is, the
larger the particle rearrangement after cessation of w
movement. This suggests that particle rearrangem
strongly influences the final saturation stress. Those pack

FIG. 6. Janssen lengthl and fraction of weightk for different
wall velocities after cessation of wall movement and relaxati
Fast wall velocitiesvs>1023 d/t were applied fort5103 t, while
the vs5531024 d/t data were obtained after applying the wa
velocity for t51.143104 t.
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with large vs have enough particle rearrangement to co
pletely disrupt the force network. The higher the velocity, t
more contacts both at the wall and in the bulk are broken
the larger the eventual saturation stress. This behavior
also observed by Berthoet al. @14#: after the wall stopped
moving, the packing settled and the apparent mass increa
In addition, they observed the same trend after relaxat
The larger thevs , the larger the final saturation stress.

By contrast, small wall velocities (vs,1023d/t) do not
change the height of the pile over the same time peri
largely because the wall does not travel far enough to s
stantially disrupt the force network. Large-scale rearran
ments do not occur for this time duration. In this case,
particles against the wall are fully mobilized and the resu
ant saturation stress is small, because most of the pressu
supported by the walls. When the packing is allowed to
lax, there are no large particle rearrangements, because
wall movement is not large enough to move particle po
tions significantly, and the wall movement has not put ve
much energy into the packing. The packing stays in the m
mum saturation stress configuration. In addition, if the w
does not move for long enough to force the entire pack
into the minimum saturation stress configuration, the int
mediate stress configuration is stable under relaxation
shown in Fig. 4~b! for the packing with wall velocityvs
51024d/t.

If the walls are moved long enough at a low velocity

. FIG. 7. Vertical stressszz in units ofmg/d2 for a particle pack-
ing with wall velocity vs521024d/t starting att50 and every
102t afterward. The stress at the bottom of the packing increa
with time. This stress does not dissipate after relaxation.
3-5
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FIG. 8. ~Color online! dz, distance traveled by particles in thez direction forvs51022 d/t. ~a! Histogram ofdz/d starting from static
packing and moving walls fort5103t. Particles have moved upward up to 7d. ~b! The same data averaged overz and presented as an imag
map. There is only a small region of rapid upwards movement near the wall. The bulk of the sample moves upward only slow
following two plots cover the changes indz/d after wall movement has ceased and the packing has settled.~c! Histogram ofdz/d from
cessation of wall movement to a completely relaxed state. Particles settle, but not nearly as much as the particles traveled over th
the wall movement.~d! Same image map as in~b!. Here the particles settle more in the center than on the sides.
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approach the stable final saturation stress~higher than the
minimum saturation stress! the height of the pile does in
crease, as shown in Fig. 3~b! for vs5531024 d/t. After
relaxation, however, the stress remains unchanged. The
wall movement does not introduce enough energy into
packing for the stress to change during relaxation, e
though for these long times, there is significant particle re
rangement before relaxation.

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the stress profile of t
distinct packings. The first is the original quiescent packi
The second packing is this same packing after the wall
moved for t5103t at vs50.1d/t and then the packing ha
settled. The nature of the stress profile has been radic
changed. While the original packing fits very well the Van
Clément form@4#, the same packing after wall movement fi
the one parameter Janssen form@7# well with k50.44. As we
shall see in Sec. V, the wall movement has forced the
gential force of the particles at the wall to the Coulomb c
teria everywhere, eliminating the linear stress region. A
other example is given for a slow velocityvs55
31024 d/t, wherek50.63. In this case, however, the Jan
sen fit overshoots the actual stress near the top of the p
the opposite of the case where it fails for the original str
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region. For all velocities observed, the linear stress regio
destroyed, but only the high velocity cases fit the Jans
stress form well.

We have compiledk’s for the various wall movemen
rates and show them in Fig. 6. These values can be comp
with Fig. 4 in Berthoet al. @14#. In both cases, as the wa
velocity increases, the resultant Janssen lengthl increases.
Sincek5R/2mwl , k decreases with increasing wall veloci
vs . Thek’s observed are much lower than those obtained
the original packings with the Vanel-Cle´ment form, which
were slightly greater than 1@8#. In our case, the intermediat
stresses between the minimal stress and final stress do
follow the Janssen form andk for those stress profiles has n
meaning. Using the observedl and R57.5d given in Ref.
@14#, we find k’s ranging fromk50.349 for vs520mm/s
50.14d/t to k50.405 for vs50.2mm/s51.431023 d/t.
These values are slightly lower but close to our obser
values, shown in Fig. 6.

Downward motion of the wall is a very different phenom
enon. In this case, the wall movement merely increases
stress at the base of the pile, without changing the st
profile elsewhere, as shown in Fig. 7, which shows the str
profile for a particle packing withvs52104d/t applied for
3-6
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FIG. 9. ~Color online! dz, distance traveled by particles in thez direction over time forvs5531024d/t. ~a! Histogram ofdz/d starting
from static piles and moving walls fort51.143104t. Particles have moved up more than 5d as the walls have movedDz55.7d. ~b! The
same data averaged overz and presented as an image map. There is only a small layer of rapid upwards movement. The bulk of the
moves upward only slowly.~c! Histogram ofdz/d from cessation of wall movement to a completely relaxed state. Particles settle, b
nearly as much as the particles traveled over the course of the wall movement.~d! Same image map as in~b!. Here the particles settle mor
in the center than on the sides, though the difference is not as great as in the high velocity case.
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ts5103t. This stress buildup increases with duration of w
movement and occurs for all the velocities probed, fromvs
521021d/t to 21025d/t. In addition, this stress buildup
is robust and does not disappear when the packing se
after cessation of wall movement. The extra stress is loc
in. There is a slight difference between high and low w
velocities. Low wall velocities do not change the height
the packing, while high wall velocities (vs>1023 d/t) in-
crease the density at the bottom of the pile and lower
overall height of the packing by a slight amount.

IV. PARTICLE REARRANGEMENT

We have studied the motion of particles during and a
wall movement to understand the effects of wall movem
on the position and density of the packing. As the walls
moved upward with velocityvs , they drag particles in con
tact with the walls upwards by means of the frictional for
between them. As particles on the edge of the cylindri
container move upward, particles in the middle of the pa
03130
l

les
d
l
f

e

r
t
e

l
-

ing move downward and outward toward the walls to fill t
voids created by the upward-moving particles.

We present two sets of data for both high and low velo
ties. The first data set is for a high wall velocity ofvs

51022d/t, and is presented in two ways. The first is a h
togram of the motion of the particles inz from their initial
starting position to the final position after wall movement f
t5103t, Dz510d. The measured movement of the particl
in thez directiondz is recorded and a histogram is generate
Only those particles with an initial positionz>10d are in-
cluded. In the second method we averagedz over z and
present an image map of the motion of these particles iz.
Both the top (z.120d) and bottom (z,10d) regions of the
initial packing are excluded to avoid edge effects. These d
sets are presented for the packing after wall movement
t5103t and then after a relaxation to equilibrium in Fig. 8

For high wall velocities, there is significant particle mov
ment. In this case, particles travel upwards as much asd.
However, all of this movement is restricted to a small ri
3-7
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FIG. 10. ~Color online! Ratio of normal forces to tangential forces in packings. The force distributions were analyzed in three di
locations: bulk—in the depths of the packing away from the walls~solid line!, wall—only the particle-wall interactions in the center of th
pile ~dashed line!, and wall top—only the particle-wall interactions near the top of the pile~dot-dashed line!. z5Ft /mFn in the case of the
bulk, z5Ft /mwFn otherwise.~a! Original quiescent packing.~b! After vs51022 d/t for t5103t, Dz55d. ~c! Same as in~b! after cessation
of wall movement and relaxation~d! After vs5531024 d/t for t5105t, Dz55d.
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around the cylinder walls. In the center of the pack, parti
movement is less thand. Particles slide past one another a
the initial stress networks are quickly destroyed. New fo
networks are constantly created and destroyed over
course of the wall movement. It is relatively easy for p
ticles to move past each other in the vertical direction, wh
horizontal motion is more difficult. This effect is also ob
served in vertically shaken granular materials@21,22#

The initial drop in the saturation stress when the side w
has moved approximately 0.3d is not enough to move the
particles past each other. This minimum saturation stress
reflects a particle configuration where the initial conta
have been strengthened. Once particles at the wall move
their original contacts, the original stress network is co
pletely disrupted, and later networks as they form and d
solve support less stress, causing the saturation stress
crease.

When the wall movement stops, the packing settles,
the newdz is much smaller in magnitude than thedz during
wall movement. Also, the particles at the wall move mu
less than the particles in the center, which suggests tha
particles at the wall are supported by friction at the walls

Figure 9 showsdz for the low wall velocity vs55
31024d/t applied for the much longer timet51.143104t
for a total wall movement ofDz55.7d. The change in par-
ticle heights fordz is similar to that seen in high velocit
runs. Particles along the walls move upward much more t
those in the center. However, unlike in the high-veloc
case, there is no second ring of particles one or twod in from
the wall that also shows a largedz relative to the center. In
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this case, the particles not in contact with the wall sh
much less difference indz as a function of radius.

Relaxation is very interesting in this case. The differen
in dz between particles at the wall and particles in the bulk
much less than in the high velocity case. In addition, rel
ation occurs in discrete jumps with many particles movi
together. This is a general feature ofdz relaxation histograms
for low wall velocity packings. In the low velocity case
energy is imparted into the system very slowly and is dis
pated more quickly. There is thus much less energy availa
to rearrange the packing after the wall movement ceases,
the relaxation of the particles is much less. In addition,
cause individual particles have very little kinetic ener
when the wall movement ceases, motion happens cohere
as many particles rearrange at once. This behavior is
seen in vibrated powders@21,22#, where for low intensity
vibrations, collective motion predominates, while for hig
intensity vibrations, particles move much more indepe
dently.

V. COULOMB CRITERION

We also examined the force distributions in the packin
during and after wall movement. These provide further e
dence that the final packing state after relaxation is very
ferent from the initial state, and also demonstrate the dif
ent behavior of the two regimes after relaxation. A use
quantity is the ratio of normal forcesFn to tangential forces
Ft . A key assumption of the Janssen analysis is that the r
of these forcesz5Ft /mwFn51 for particle-wall forces in
3-8
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GRANULAR PACKINGS WITH MOVING SIDE WALLS PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 031303 ~2004!
the packing. These distributions are shown in Fig. 10
several different packings. We consider three different dis
butions: forces in the bulk of the sample far from the wa
particle-wall forces in center of the packing, and partic
wall forces at the top of the packing. In this case,z
5Ft /mFn in the bulk of the sample, andz5Ft /mwFn for
particle-wall forces.

The original packing has a strong peak nearz50.2 in the
bulk of the material, showing that the vast majority of forc
are far from the Coulomb criterion. At the wall, the peak
the distribution is much closer to the Coulomb criterion
z;0.9. At the top of the packing, in the hydrostatic regi
@8#, the distribution of forces is far from the Coulomb crit
rion.

After wall movement, the distribution of forces is rad
cally changed. For both the high velocity (vs51022 d/t)
and low velocity (vs5531024 d/t) cases, all three distribu
tions are driven toward the Coulomb criterion, with the pe
in the distributions at the Coulomb criterion. In both cas
the original distribution is not completely destroyed. For t
bulk distribution, a subsidiary peak appears in the new b
distribution where the original peak appeared. This chang
the distribution of forces is the main cause for the mo
Janssen-like stress distributions observed.

We also present results for thevs51022 d/t case after
cessation of wall movement and relaxation in Fig. 10~c!. In
this case, the main change in the distribution after relaxa
is the increase in particles forces at very lowz. This occurs
because some contacts between particles disappear d
relaxation as particles move relative to their neighbo
When new contacts are made, these are far from the C
lomb criterion by definition, since particles are not, in ge
eral, rotating relative to each other during relaxation. By c
trast, the low velocity casevs5531024 d/t. Figure 10
exhibits no change in the distribution of forces after ces
hy

he

i-

ys

no

.R

.R
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tion and relaxation. In this case, particles move together,
contacts are not destroyed or created, so the force distr
tion does not change. This lack of change in the force dis
bution may explain why low velocity packings do not exhib
perfect agreement with the Janssen form after relaxation

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have explored the effects of side wall movement
granular packings. Much of the resultant structure of
pack does not depend strongly on the magnitude of the w
movement, as long as the packing is moved for an equiva
distance. Small differences emerge in the behavior after
sation, where high wall velocity packings substantially re
range and increase their saturation stress while low wall
locity packings remain essentially unchanged. The m
effect of wall movement is to drive both the particle-wall an
particle-particle contacts to the Coulomb criterion, so that
ratio of tangential forces to normal forces is maximized. T
condition forces the packing in the high wall velocity case
obey the Janssen form, which takes the Coulomb criterion
one of its main assumptions. For low wall velocities, t
final form is very different from the initial form, though i
does not perfectly match the Janssen form.
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